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Strategy | Definition of Strategy by Merriam-Webster They are proposing a new strategy for treating the disease with a combination of medications. The government
is developing innovative strategies to help people without insurance get medical care. a specialist in campaign strategy. Strategy& - the global strategy consulting
team at PwC Strategy& is a global team of practical strategists committed to helping you seize essential advantage. We do that by working alongside you to solve
your toughest problems and capture your greatest opportunities. Strategy - Wikipedia Strategy (from Greek ÏƒÏ„Ï•Î±Ï„Î·Î³Î¯Î± stratÄ“gia, "art of troop leader; office of
general, command, generalship") is a high-level plan to achieve one or more goals under conditions of uncertainty. In the sense of the "art of the general", which
included several subsets of skills including "tactics", siegecraft, logistics etc., the term came into use in the 6th century AD in East Roman.

Strategy | Define Strategy at Dictionary.com 1.In military usage, a distinction is made between strategy and tactics. Strategy is the utilization, during both peace and
war, of all of a nation's forces, through large-scale, long-range planning and development, to ensure security or victory. Tactics deals with the use and deployment of
troops in actual combat. Strategy - definition of strategy by The Free Dictionary stratÂ·eÂ·gy (strÄƒtâ€²É™-jÄ“) n. pl. stratÂ·eÂ·gies 1. a. The science and art of
using all the forces of a nation to execute approved plans as effectively as possible during peace or war. b. The science and art of military command as applied to the
overall planning and conduct of large-scale combat operations. 2. A plan of action resulting from. What is a strategy? definition and meaning ... 2. The art and science
of planning and marshalling resources for their most efficient and effective use. The term is derived from the Greek word for generalship or leading an army. See also
tactics.

strategy+business: international business strategy news ... Business strategy news articles for CEOs, corporate executives, and decision makers who influence
international business management. Corporate strategy, competition, marketing strategies, and leadership. Strategy Synonyms, Strategy Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Synonyms for strategy at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for strategy. What Is Strategy? Strategy
Training From MindTools.com Find out what business strategy is, and learn how you can apply strategy across all levels of your organization.
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